
NO NEEDLE, NO PROBLEM WHEN IT COMES TO CHIC KNITTED 

ACCESSORIES. ALL YOU NEED ARE YOUR FINGERS AND 

ARMS TO KNIT COWLS, SCARVES AND MORE!

Head to hobbylobby.com 
for our arm-knitting videos. 

We'll walk you 
through the 
entire process 
step-by-step.

Arm & Finger Knitting
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free
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H E A D S  U P

When you want style and you 
want it now, you want this gorgeous 
finger-knitted headband. You might 

say it’s a real head turner... 
Scroll to page 5 for the complete 

step-by-step instructions.

SHAWL:

1. Cast on 10 stitches. 
2. Knit until shawl is about 45 

inches, and then cast off.
3. Fold shawl in half, and sew 

corners of each end together.

TASSEL (MAKE 2):

1. Wrap yarn around a 5” x 7” piece 
of cardboard. (approx. 16 times)

2. Cut a 10-inch piece of yarn, and 
slide it under wrapped yarn at 
one end. Knot tightly to secure.

This cozy tasseled shawl comes 
together in just about an hour, and 
all you need are a couple skeins of 
yarn (we like the nautical navy-and-
coral combo). Here’s how to make it

A L L 
S H AW L E D  U P

Yarn Used: Yarn Bee® Tender Touch™ (Coral) 
I Love This Chunky! ® (Midnight)

1. Slide yarn off mat, and cut at bottom to create fringe.
2. Bundle yarn tightly together, and wrap coordinating 

yarn tightly around uncut end to create top of tassel. 
Knot to secure.

3. Tie completed tassel to shawl.



A cowl is one of the simplest arm 
knitting projects you can make. 
So just grab a couple skeins of yarn 
(one with a little sparkle, perhaps?) 
and and you’re ready to make this 
on-trend accessory.

O N  T H E  C O W L

1. Hold both colors together as one 
strand, and cast on 10 stitches. 

2. Knit 15 rows, and cast off when 
desired length is reached.

3. Use yarn needle to weave yarn
tails through top rows of cowl. 

4. Secure button to one corner of cowl. 

Yarn Used: Yarn Bee® Mix & Mingle (Gold) 
Yarn Bee® Effortless™ Super Bulky (Ocean)

KNIT STOP (FROM COVER)

If you love a chunky-chic scarf, here’s the project for you. You just need two 
contrasting colors of yarn and about 45 minutes to make this runway-ready stunner!

1. Measure 82-inch tails of each color.
2. Hold both colors together as one 

strand, and cast on 6 stitches.

3. Knit until scarf is about 60 
inches, and then cast off.

4. Weave in ends.

I N F I N I T Y  S C A R F

Yarn Used: Yarn Bee® Astounding (Teal, Mustard)
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Lighter weight yarns are 
too thin for arm knitting−

they won't create that chunky 
look−so we suggest using 
bulky or superbulky yarn.



TA S S E L  M E  T H I S

If you’ve got an eye for fashion and a 
multicolored skein of yarn, you can whip 
up a trendy skinny scarf in the time it takes 
to watch your favorite TV show. Here’s an 
easy way to incorporate a tassel: attach it 
to the yarn tail before you begin to knit.

Pass yarn through top of tassel, and make a 
slipknot. Place slipknot on index finger, and 
wrap yarn behind middle finger, in front of ring 
finger, and behind pinky. Then wrap back toward 
thumb: in front of pinky, behind ring and so on.

Weave across fingers again and then back 
toward thumb again. Now you should 
have two loops on each finger.

Starting with pinky and working across hand, 
lift each bottom loop over top loop and off 
finger, as shown. Continue finger knitting 
until scarf is 104 inches long. Then cast off 
and attach another tassel to other end.

Yarn Used: Yarn Bee® Andes Alpaca (Touch of Class)
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Finger knit three 4-stitch strands (one navy and 
two multicolored), each 36 rows long. Lay them 
out as shown—this is the order you’ll 
sew them together in.

Sew flaps together every sixth stitch—
this creates the oval design.

Weave in tails, tie off and trim excess yarn.

Sew strands together as shown. Be sure to overlap the 
multicolored strands on top of the navy strand enough to 
leave a flap. Note: Navy strand should face purl side out, 
and multicolored strands should face knitted side out.

Sew ends together as shown to form headband. 

And now you’re ready to turn head in 
your DIY’d headband!

Yarn Used: Yarn Bee® Whimsy Bulky (Grapevine) I Love This Chunky! ® (Midnight)

F I N G E R - K N I T T E D  H E A D B A N D S

1.

3.

5.

2.

4.

6.



H O W  T O  F I N G E R  K N I T

Try out the so-simple, so-fun art of finger knitting! You’ll start by casting on, and then you’ll 
weave your project until it’s the desired length. Then you’ll cast off—and enjoy your handiwork. 
We’ve got the step-by-step instructions below.

With yarn attached to skein, 
anchor yarn tail between thumb 
and forefinger. Wrap yarn in front 
of index finger, behind middle 
finger, in front of ring finger, 
and behind pinky. Then wrap back 
toward thumb: in front of pinky, 
behind ring and so on.

Weave back toward thumb: in front 
of pinky, behind ring finger, in front 
of middle finger, behind index 
finger. Now you should have two 
loops showing on each finger.

Weave across fingers again: 
in front of index finger, behind 
middle finger, in front of ring 
finger, and behind pinky.

S T E P  1

S T E P  2

S T E P  3
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Starting with pinky and working all the 
way across hand, lift each bottom loop 
over top loop and off finger.

Weave back across fingers until you have 
two loops on each finger again. Lift each 
bottom loop over top loop and off finger.

Continue knitting until strand is as long 
as you need it to be. When last stitch is 
complete (you’ll have one loop on each 
finger), you’re ready to cast off.

Cast off: Lift loop off pinky and place on 
ring finger. Lift bottom loop off ring finger. 
Lift remaining loop off ring finger and on 
middle finger. Continue until there’s one 
loop on index finger. Cut yarn, pass tail 
through last loop, and pull.

S T E P  4

S T E P  5

S T E P  6
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